Potential use of polyamidoamine dendrimer/alpha-cyclodextrin conjugate (generation 3, G3) as a novel carrier for short hairpin RNA-expressing plasmid DNA.
The potential of starburst polyamidoamine dendrimer (dendrimer, generation 3, G3) conjugate with alpha-cyclodextrin (alpha-CyD) having an average degree of substitution of 2.4 (alpha-CDE) as a novel carrier of short hairpin RNA (shRNA) expressing plasmid DNA (shpDNA) was evaluated and the shpDNA transfer activity of alpha-CDE was compared with that of dendrimer (G3). Alpha-CDE formed a stable and condensed complex with shpDNA and induced a conformational transition of shpDNA in solution even in the low charge ratios. In addition, alpha-CDE markedly inhibited the enzymatic degradation of shpDNA by DNase I. The shpDNA complex with alpha-CDE at the charge ratio of 20/1 (alpha-CDE/shpDNA) elicited the most potent RNAi effects in cells transiently and stably expressing the GL3 and GL2 luciferase genes without cytotoxicity among the complexes with the various charge ratios. Besides, the RNAi effects were strikingly enhanced by the further addition of the adequate amounts of siRNA to the shpDNA complex with alpha-CDE. Taken together, the prominent RNAi effects of the shpDNA complex with alpha-CDE could be attributed to the stabilizing effect of alpha-CDE on enzymatic degradation of shpDNA and negligible cytotoxicity. These results suggest that alpha-CDE possesses the potential to be a novel carrier for shpDNA and siRNA.